




Nothing about Iggy Dayan (57) - musician, multi-instrumentalist, novelist, and a member of Mashina,
Israel’s legendary rock group – would hint at the turn he took in his latest solo projects. His new album,
Hemdat Avot, is a masterpiece comprised of details, minute and grand. It is an almost monastic creation,
that presents much-loved Israeli classics, arranged for solely voice and guitar.

In Hebrew, “Hemdat Avot” stands for appreciation of an individual’s ancestors and of one’s former
generations. In addition, “Eretz Hemdat Avot” is a synonym for the Land (Eretz) of Israel.
In this album, Dayan evaluates and tightens his relationship with Israeli music. Like an adopted child, who,
when grown up, embarks on a journey to find his parents, he ventures deep into the Classic-Israeli song
portfolio, looking for the gems that may have given birth to his own music. While his early creations were
characterized by a distinct distancing from Israeli culture and from the Hebrew language - attempting to
resemble the western music that he loved - his current work must match his lifestyle and his habitation,
and, thus, be free, while tightly coupled to true roots.
While folk and rock music always “sounded right” when performed in English, Dayan’s romance with the
Hebrew language strengthened over the years. In addition to the songs he had written and recorded since
adolescence, his first acclaimed novel, “Chava”, was recently published. Amongst its many facets, the
novel deals with various Israeli archetypes, as well as with personal identity. Like in the case of that
imaginary, adopted child, typical questions started to surface: Who am I? What created me? What are the
similarities between my forebearers and myself?

Dayan and his collaborator, the producer and sonic guru Tal Trivish, jointly decided to experiment with
treating mythological, classical Israeli songs in the same manner they treat the original music they
produce, a methodology based on voice and guitar that are performed and recorded simultaneously, as a
monolithic whole. They strived to strip these timeless creations of the arrangements that engulfed them -
that are true to the time they were conceived - so as to expose and accentuate their lyrics and their
melody. For this reason, they decided that this album will not contain any additional instruments. Virtually
all the songs Dayan and Trivish selected pre-date the period in which artists would write their own songs.



They were the joint product of exceptional creators and performers – poets and lyricists, choristers,
arrangers, and singers – all accountable for their respective domains. The songs in “Hemdat Avot” are
inalienable assets of Israeli music, and were created by highly prominent local artists, considered to be
amongst the very best that Israel has known to date – some of the figurative pillars, who carry Israeli
culture on their shoulders. What would happen to these timeless creations if they were to be separated
into their raw components, and instead of being treated by a multi-disciplinary group of professionals,
they would flow through the performing artist’s “personal sieve”? Could the creators of “Hemdat Avot” end
up with what can be referred to as “Israeli Folk”? While believing this would be the case, they hoped that
the result would stand apart from the familiar American Folk. To improve the probability of the desired
outcome, they chose to record the album in a studio they set up in Dayan’s kibbutz of residence, aplace in
whose pathways one can feel the historic, embryonic land-of-Israel.

Dayan selected eight outstanding, deeply loved Israeli creations, driven by his childhood memories.
He searched internally for the songs that profoundly impacted him, despite being enamored by western
music as a child and as a teenager.

The chosen songs were originally released between 1950 and 1980. Engaging with each of them was
tainted with a holy aura. The vision behind “Hemdat Avot” is not to dress magnificent masterpieces in
contemporary attire – true today and irrelevant tomorrow – but rather to demonstrate how beautiful they
are “au naturel”. Dayan and Trivish felt that the highest level of awe and sensitivity is warranted, as well
as a dose of humility. They hoped to put forward a “Reversed Equation”, in which the artist is the
instrument, and the song is the star.





The lyrics were written by Natan Alterman (1910—1970) – a modern Israeli poetry legend, and one of the
most important Hebrew lyricists ever. The poem first appeared in “Kochavim Bachutz” (Stars Outside),
a book published in 1938. Its predicate is debatable. Some view it as a depiction of the poet-poem
relationship: a fatal and tragic one, in which poetry is the dominant figure. It always makes a surprise
appearance. Any attempt by the poet to erect a partition between it and he is doomed to fail. He is
addicted to the dizziness that engulfs his body and to the loss of sensation in his hands while writing.
His heart is not solely his but is rather shared by his own body and that of his creation. It is she that keeps
him alive and the ember burning. He asks her not to beg those who shy away from her, but rather make
do with him, as he does with her. Deep inside he knows that their shared future is opaque and predicts
that a day will come - on a deserted street, in a deaf industrial town - where he will fall, head-first,
to pluck their smile from the pavement, from amongst a carriage’s axels.

Many years after the poem’s birth, music was composed for it by Naomi Shemer (1930 – 2004), an
undisputed member of Israeli music’s hall-of-fame. Shemer’s body of work includes numerous songs
that are foundational to Israeli culture, including the world renowned “Yerushalaim Shel Zahav”
(Jerusalem of Gold).

“Pgisha Le’ein Ketz” was first performed in 1969.

PGISHA LE’EIN KETZ (FOREVER MEETING):



It appears that two different scores exist for this song. The first was introduced in 1969, while the one
used here was composed in 1980 by Mickey Gavrielov – a multi-facetted musician that appeared on the
Israeli rock band scene in the sixties and seventies, and who eventually became a collaborator to Arik
Einstein, arguably Israel’s national singer. Between 1971 and 1986 the two released four joint albums.
“Hee Yoshva Lachalon” was released as part of the third one: “Hamush Bemishkafaim”
(“Armed with Spectacles”).

The song’s lyrics predated its music by many decades. They were written by Haim Nachman Bialik
(1873 – 1934), who to this day is considered Israel’s national poet. Bialik published the poem as part
of a folk-poem series he had penned in 1910 for an edition of the Zionist Federation Weekly. The
poem is written in a Hebrew dialect that is rarely spoken today, and describes the poet’s love for a
woman by the name of Rachella. It is unclear whether the love is overt and consummated or
whether it is latent, perhaps unilateral. Regardless, it is obviously forbidden and even dangerous. For
an unclear reason, the townsfolk consider Rachella immoral. In the eyes of the poet, she is pure and
pristine. His soul is bound after her. He is miserable, lost and clueless when he is without her. He
watches her sit by the window, brushing her hair. He feels soulless if he does not see her when he
takes his evening promenade. He begs the wheat stalks and the oats to convey his greetings to her,
and vows to die on the spot should she be late.

HEE YOSHVA LACHALON (SHE SITS AT THE WINDOW):





was written by Ehud Manor (1941 – 2005) and was composed by Matti Caspi.
Manor, a 1998 Israel Prize laureate for Music of Israel, was one of the most fruitful Israeli
composers, and has written and translated over 1,000 songs. Of his many prominent collaborators,
Mati Caspi has always stood out. Manor used to say that they complement one another. Caspi is a
musician in the broadest sense of the word. He is a composer, an arranger an orchestrator, a musical
producer, a multi-instrument virtuoso and a unique singer. His complex, harmony-rich melodies,
together with his singing, fused well with Manor’s lyrics and charged them with abundant feel and
meaning. Together, the two underwrote dozens of well-loved, successful songs and have played a
dominant role in the formation of Israeli music.

“Brith Olam” describes a formative night in the life of a couple, a night in which their fates and souls
become bound for good. They expose themselves to one another and discover each other, their
fears evaporate, and an unrelenting mutual loyalty is formed. During the evening, they are saddened
together, become ecstatic in unison, grow closer and become a single being - until the end of time.

The song was released in Caspi’s second album, in 1976.

BRITH OLAM (ETERNAL BOND):



The lyrics were written by Yechiel Mohar (1921 – 1969), an Israeli poet and songwriter. Mohar’s body of
work was published under two names. He signed his poems as Yechiel Maar, and his songs as Yechiel
Mohar (and, at times, by a third name: Avraham Chen). In the fifties and sixties Mohar was one of the more
visible composers in Israel’s Soft Folk scene. In “Ruach Stav” he fraternally addresses the reader and
implores him not to be ashamed of feeling blue or even somewhat old. Such is the autumn, he says, and it
will blow away. In the autumn, he writes, your heart will feel a pinch even if you are a cynicist. You will
blush and deny being teary-eyed. You will say that it is just the rain, but we all know the truth: It is the
cloudy, windy autumn, with its howling wind, and even if you are a cynicist, your heart will still feel a pinch.

The music for the song was composed by Yochanan Zarai (1929 – 2016) – an Israeli composer, also
active in the fifties and sixties. Zarai was born to a musical family, his father was Gustav Mahler’s personal
secretary, his uncle was Béla Zerkovitz – a well-known Hungarian composer, and his grandmother studied
singing and voice development with Karl Goldmark. During the Holocaust, Zarai lived in a ghetto and in a
concentration camp in western Hungary. He survived the Death March to Mauthausen using falsified
identification documents and, while saving himself, helped save his parents. After the end of the war, he
studied at the music academies in Budapest and in Austria. In 1950 he emigrated to Israel, lived in Jaffa
and in Ein-Gev and taught at the Jerusalem Academy of Music.

The song was first performed in 1957 by a military band: Lehakat Hanachal.

RUACH STAV (AUTUMN WIND):





A story of a loving, reticent couple, that does not require words
to realize that their love by itself is everything they could ask for. The path which they traverse is lit
and lush on both sides; The sadness and the cold cannot touch them as they stride on it, hand-inhand.
So long as love smiles, the autumn cannot come and there will be no foliage, because her
smile is the spring. They silently walk in the light, grinning. Words are for those unable to express the
Lilac blossom’s beauty in any other fashion.

These words, expressing the lack of need for words, were written by Uri Assaf - a poet, songwriter,
and playwright. The music was created by Nurit Hirsh – a musician, conductor, arranger, pianist, and
composer - a 2016 Israel Prize laureate for Music of Israel. Hirsh composed over 1,600 songs.
“Perach Halilach”, released in 1965, was her first. She was also the second woman to ever conduct
the Eurovision song contest orchestra. Hirsh composed two songs for the contest, the second of
which received the first prize. In addition to the songs she composed, which have earned her a place
of honor in the Israeli Music Hall-of-Fame, she also composed children’s’ songs, film scores,
soundtracks for television series and music for plays.

PERACH HALILACH (THE LILAC FLOWER):



“Shablul” is a tune, music without lyrics. Music does not need the mediation of lyrics
in order to penetrate the heart. It generates an abstract emotion, that is, at times, even more
intense - specifically since it is undefined, and, thus, does not confine that feeling.

“Shablul” is the theme tune of a film by the same name, that was created by the “Lool” gang – a
group of multi-disciplinary creators that operated in Israel during the seventies. The group
comprised of writers, directors, actors, musicians and singers, and the film was its first. At the time,
the group was considered wild and revolutionary, and it symbolizes the beginning of an era in Israel,
one in which personal values take center stage, as opposed to national ones, which was the case
until that point in time. Lool’s creations occupy a significant place in the evolution of Israeli culture,
and all of its members became influential figures, in their respective domains.

The tune was written by Shalom Hanoch that, after the group’s dissolution, continued onto a
spectacular solo career as a composer, a lyricist, and a singer – and is considered the “King of Israeli
Rock”, a title which he humbly and respectfully refuses to accept. In the film, the score - which was
later released with lyrics - is played by a mournful sounding electric guitar.

Shablul was released in 1970.

SHABLUL (SNAIL):





“Beit Ha’arava” is a joint creation by three Israeli culture giants. The lyrics were written by Amos Keinan
(1927 – 2009), who was an author, satirist, journalist, editor, publicist, cinematographer, script writer,
playwright, composer, lyricist, translator, painter, and sculptor, and by Haim Heffer (1925 – 2012),
a composer, lyricist, playwright, cinematographer, translator, author, journalist, column writer and publicist,
both pivotal pioneers of Israeli culture. The song’s theme and its music were contributed by Shmulik Kraus
(1935 – 2013) – creatorperformer, musician, lyricist, composer, and film actor – whose father was a
founder of Kibbutz Beit Ha’arava, which Kraus called his second home. He composed the music after his
father’s death in 1966 and invited Keinan and Heffer to his home, there he shared the theme with them,
played the melody and asked them to write the lyrics.

The story of Kibbutz Beit Ha’arava is a first instance of what will later become a painful, bleeding wound in
the evolution of the Israeli ethos – the evacuation and displacement of Jewish settlements by the state.
The kibbutz was founded on a remote, arid piece of land, one that according to the borders plotted by the
United Nations Partition Plan of 1947, was a part of the future Arab state. Due to the Arab objection to the
Partition Plan, and the resultant skepticism about its implementation, the residents decided to stay put.
During Israel’s War of Independence, the land passage between Beit Ha’arava and Jerusalem was
continuously compromised by Arab attacks. Fear for the kibbutz’s fate escalated after the recognition of
Israel as a sovereign state. On May 17th, 1947, Amnon Zair, the “ambassador” for the detached region,
realized that defending the area north of the Dead Sea was futile and that Beit Ha’arava and the neighboring
potassium plant must be evicted and destroyed. The song does not directly describe these events. Instead, it
draws a vivid picture of the place, with a mention of the inhabitants under siege, only in the last sentence.

BEIT HA’ARAVA (HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE):



I remember Beit Ha’arava

A scorched piece of desert in an arid land

The Jordan River flows – silent like a dream

and the Dead Sea is dead

from here to Sodom

The desert covered her

With white, soft dust

A green tree in an arid land

How can we forget Beit Ha’arava

I remember the Dead Sea there

The heavy water, wavelets whispering

Potash raft radiating heat

And all the besieged cross the Dead Sea to Sodom

The desert covered her

With white, soft dust

A green tree in an arid land

How can we forget Beit Ha’arava

A green tree in an arid land

How can we forget Beit Ha’arava



“Erev Ba” is a visual song, like a silent film from the early years of the Jewish settlement of Israel.
Only at the end is the silence interrupted and a single sound is heard. The song describes evening and
night descending on a small village in the valley. Herds of cattle raising clouds of dust over the entry
pathways, as they return from the pastures. Plant shadows stretch over the ground, elongated and dark.
The winds gusts amongst plot fences, pigeons rest on treetops. In the distance, last rays of light gently
kiss the hilltops: Evening descends.

A rose engulfed in a dream, stars blossom above, the sound of a howling jackal emanates from the
valley’s gut. Enter night, enter night.

”Erev Ba” was awarded first place in the first Israeli Song Festival, held in 1960. The lyrics were written by
Oded Avisar (1916 – 1976) – a poet, songwriter, and playwright. In addition to the songs and plays he
wrote, Avisar published two books investigating the history of the settlement of Israel. The music was
composed by Arieh Levanon – a conductor, composer, arranger, and musical manager. His work in radio,
in composing and arranging songs, in plays, films and entertainment programs, manufactured some of
Israeli music’s foundational building blocks.

As in a movie ending, nightfall - accompanied by a jackal’s howl - seals “Hemdat Avot”. The album’s
final song is rather a snapshot of the beginning - of agricultural, virgin, naïve Israel, a young state in
which the dominant value is “us”. If we briefly skip back to the start of the album, we will find the
tormented poet leaning at his desk, making spiritual-love to his creation – the world inside him, that
has complete control over his being. Arguably, this is the chronology of the Land of Israel, in reverse.

EREV BA (EVENING DESCENDING):





A review of “Hemdat Avot” by Shlomo Israeli - a musicologist, a lecturer at the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem and at the Israel Museum and the head of the Music Department at Kol Israel, an
artistic advisor to the Israel Festival, an editor and producer of concert series and international
festivals.

When preparing to listen to voice and guitar, one expects personal, intimate music. But when
listening to the music in Iggy Dayan’s project, magic happens. The guitar transforms into shiny
ripples of sounds that invite you to enter, and entice you to dip inside. As if born from the strings,
the singing voice silently screams, and recites the words - gently and with sensitivity - while
transforming the listener into a part of the occurrence.

Such a thing can happen only when all is true and clean of shticks. The selected songs are a purified
truth of the Song of Israel. Iggy Dayan’s ability to provide them with a new, personal layer - while
staying true to their essence - is magnificent.

One needs quiet to listen to this music. With environmental rustles, or bird chirps and drops of rain.
Something new will surface is every listening, that, allegedly, was not there before. The songs form
and touch anew, every time.
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